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Parametric Analysis of Heat Transfer
on Multistage Cryogenic Radiator
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A theoretical and experimental parametric study of the heat-transfer phenomena on a multistage passive cryo-
genic radiator is presented. This investigationwas performed in the frame of a cooperative effort between Clemson
University and the Federal University of Santa Catarina. Passive cryogenic radiator technology is under devel-
opment at the Satellite Thermal Control Laboratory at the Federal University of Santa Catarina, where two
experimental prototypes have been built and ground tested. The mathematical model, developed to predict the
temperature distribution on the radiator stages, was used to study the sensitivity coef� cients with respect to the
design parameters. The design parameters considered are the radiator stage’s surface emissivity, the multilayer
insulation effective emissivity, the radiator support’s global conductance, and the thermal load over the radiator
stages. This sensitivity analysis showed that the thermal joint conductance between the stages and the support
structure (aluminum-Te� on® ) plays an important role in the temperature distribution of the radiator. An exper-
imental study was conducted within the Mechanical Engineering Department of Clemson University to gather
thermal conductance data for comparison with the theoretical results. The thermal conductance data were incor-
porated into an analyticalmodel developed for the prediction of the transient temperature behavior of a multistage
cryogenic radiator for spacecraft applications.The data were also compared with the recently developed model for
the prediction of thermal conductance of polymer and metal joints. Ultimately, conclusions are presented about the
importance of the thermal conductance between the polymer support structure and the passive cryogenic radiator
stages in the temperature distribution of the radiator.

Nomenclature
A = area, m2

a = inner domain radius, m
b = outer domain/external radius, m
C p = speci� c heat at constant temperature, J/kg K
E = Young modulus, Pa
hc = theoretical joint conductance,W/m2K
h j = experimental joint conductance,W/m2K
k = thermal conductivity,W/mK
L = low-conductancesupport length, m
mabs = mean slope of the surface pro� le, rad
Qeq = equipment heat load, W
q� ux = � ux meter heat � ux, W/m2

qi = heat balance at the stage i , W
r = radius, m
T = temperature, K
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Tg = glass transition temperature, K
t = time, s; thickness of the elastic layer, mm
U = global conductance,W/K
X = sensitivity coef� cient
® = thermal diffusivity, m2/s; absorptivity
¯n = eigenvalues
± = thickness, m
" = emissivity
2 = nondimensional temperature
½ = density, kg/m3

¾ = Stefan–Boltzmann constant, W/m2K4; rms
roughness, m

¿ = time-integration factor, s

Subscripts

a, b = inner and outer sun shield radius
in, out = inner and outer intermediate stages domains
sl = lower surface
su = upper surface

Introduction

T HE thermal control of a satellite in orbit is usually achievedby
balancing the thermal energy dissipated by the internal elec-

tronic equipment and the energy absorbed from its environment.
Because convenction heat transfer does not exist in a space envi-
ronment, the heat-transfermechanisms that control this balance are
conduction and radiation. The temperature ranges in which satel-
lite components operate are usually narrow. Therefore, more heat
is transferred by conduction through the spacecraft structure than
transferred by radiation inside the compartments. So, conduction
heat transfer is the most effective means of thermal control of elec-
tronic equipment aboard satellites.
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Electronic equipment, such as infrared (IR) sensors and charged-
coupled devices (CCD) cameras, usually operate at cryogenic tem-
perature levels. Because of their operating temperature, they re-
quire good thermal decouplingwhile maintaining good mechanical
coupling to the satellite structure. This type of attachment can be
achieved by means of low-conductance supports1 or variable ther-
mal resistance devices2 (heat switches). Additionally, thermal con-
trol devices that provide the required cooling for these equipments
are needed. The passive cryogenic radiator is one of these satellite
thermal control devices,which takes the waste thermal energy from
onesourceand dischargesit by radiationinto deep space.The source
is usually the electronic components. It is essential that these elec-
tronic components be kept at their correct operating temperature to
maintain optimum performancein orbit. This requirementbecomes
paramount when one considers that the surrounding temperature
can vary from several degrees above absolute zero to 300 K. In
theory, passive cryogenicradiatorscan be employed to reduce com-
ponent temperatures down to 60 K, and their greatest asset is their
simplicity of design and its independence from an external power
source. Actually, below 100 K the radiator heat rejection capacity
falls dramatically.

Passive cryogenic radiators are used for cooling CCD and IR
cameras3;4 and x-ray telescopes,5 among many other types of elec-
tronic equipment. The heat load is transferred from the source
to the radiator stages through direct contact,6 � uid loops,7 phase
change materials,8 or heat pipes.4;9¡12 Passive cryogenic radiators
can have one stage (single-stage) or more than one stage (multi-
stages). The principle of operation of a multistage radiator, given
by Wilson and Wright,11;12 is based on an ef� cient thermal insula-
tion among the stages by means of a multilayer insulation (MLI)
and low-conductance supports, which minimize heat exchange by
radiation and by conduction, respectively. On the other hand, low-
conductance supports can also provide high mechanical coupling
neededduring the launch/ascentphaseof themission.Each interme-
diate stage intercepts the parasitic heat leakage from the insulation
below and radiates it to space, thus allowing the successive radiator
stages to achieve colder temperatures.The lowest temperaturestage
is called the radiator cold stage, which dissipates the waste thermal
energy.Usually, the radiator stages are shielded from environmental
heat sources, such as solar radiation, terrestrial infrared, and albedo
radiation, by means of a sun shield. The sun shield re� ects back the
environmental heat load into space, therefore, providing insulation
to the radiator cold plate, as shown in Fig. 1.

Many parameters must be considered for the design of passive
cryogenic radiators. These parameters include the optical proper-
ties of the radiator stages and of the MLI, thermal properties of the
insulatingmaterials, heat load applied to the radiator cold plate, and
geometry. Couto and Mantelli13 presented the area/temperature op-
timization procedure for a small-scale passive cryogenic radiator.
This optimization procedure was based on geometric parameters.
They proposed three prototypes: one, two, and three stages. The
optimized areas for the stages are shown in Table 1. Figure 2 shows
the proposed triple-stage radiator prototype mounted with the sun
shield, MLI, and thermocouples. One can notice that the internal
surface of the sun shield has a high re� ectivity � nishing, thus pro-
viding directional re� ection of the environmental heat loads. Also,

Fig. 1 Con� guration of a passive cryogenic radiator.

Table 1 Passive cryogenic radiator optimum areas13

Stage Single stage, m2 Double stage, m2 Triple stage, m2

1st stagea 0.02270 0.01584 0.01674
2nd stage —— 0.00686 0.00387
3rd stage —— —— 0.00209
Total area 0.02270 0.02270 0.02270
aCold stage.

Fig. 2 Proposed con� guration for the multistage passive cryogenic
radiator.13;15

Fig. 3 Examples of low-thermal-conductance support systems for
spacecraft application: IR sensor (or CCD camera) attachment to the
satellite structure (top) and radiator panels � xation (bottom).

the upper surface of the stages is painted with high emittance white
paint, which improves the heat-rejection capacity of the cold plate
and intermediate stages.

To develop a procedure for the radiator design optimization, a
parametric analysisof the heat-transferphenomena on the stages of
a passivecryogenicradiatorwas required.This paperdealswith this
analysis. The sensitivity coef� cients14 with respect to each of the
design parameters are presented. These parameters are the radiator
stages surface emissivity "R , multilayer insulation effective emis-
sivity "MLI, radiator supports global conductance Us , and thermal
load over the radiator stages Qeq. The analyticalexpressionsfor the
temperature distribution for each stage, developed by Couto15 and
Couto and Mantelli16 were used to derive these coef� cients. The
global conductance of the supports considered by these authors is
de� ned as

Us D 1=.1=hc;inf C L=k C 1=hc;sup/ (1)

where hc;inf is the contact conductance between the lower stage
and the support, L=k is the thermal resistance of the support, and
hc;sup is the thermal contact conductance of the support and the
upper stage. Figure 3 presents a few examples of low-conductance
supports employed in spacecraft applications.

The thermal contactconductancehc betweenTe� on®/metal joints
at cryogenictemperatures,whichdeterminestheglobalconductance
of the supports [Eq. (1)], was experimentallydetermined to con� rm
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Fig. 4 Thermal resistance network for the triple stage PCR con� guration.

the resultsof the parametricstudy.Couto and Mantelli16 used Te� on
as low-conductance support in a small-scale passive cryogenic ra-
diator (PCR) that operates at 150 K. The authors concluded that
the contact conductancebetween the supports and the radiator pan-
els played an important role on the temperature level of the PCR
components. Couto and Mantelli16 did not measure this parameter.
Instead, they used an average value for the temperature obtained
between two extreme cases: a contact conductance tending to zero
and an in� nite contact conductance.When the contact conductance
tends to zero, Eq. (1) becomes Us D 0. This means that no heat
passes through the interface of the support and the stages. When the
contact conductance tends to in� nity, Eq. (1) becomes Us D k=L.
This means that the contact between the support and the stages is
perfect (no contact resistance). The temperature distribution was
obtained by using the mathematical model with these two extreme
limits (Us D 0 and k=L), and then the average temperature between
these two limiting cases was considered for comparison with ex-
perimental temperaturedata. This average temperaturecorresponds
to a contact conductance of roughly hc D 102 W/m2K. The con-
tact conductanceobtained using experimental data is input into the
mathematical model was shown to be of the same magnitude.

Recently, Fuller and Marotta17 developed a thermal joint con-
duction model to predict the thermal conductance through a metal/
polymer joint. The model includes both the microscopic and bulk
properties of the joint to predict the heat transfer across the contact
region. For the microscopic conductanceportion, two models were
proposed.One assumesdeformationof asperitieson a rigid, � at sur-
face, and the other model is a rigid indenter in contactwith an elastic
layer.The model for thebulk conductancealsoaccountsfor the com-
pressibilityof thepolymerlayercausedby loading.The thermal joint
model compared quite favorably to a limited amount of published
data, and future directions in the modeling of a metal/polymer joint
were proposed.A comparison between the thermal joint model de-
veloped by Fuller and Marotta17 with experimentally gathered data
at cryogenic temperatures would further enhance its creditability.
Furthermore, greater insights could be ascertained for applicability
of the Mikic18 elastic thermal contact model at cryogenic tempera-
tures.

The experimental setup described in this paper reproduces the
same con� gurationused by Couto and Mantelli16 for the PCR stage
supports. The main objective of this work is to present the para-
metric analysis and to show whether the assumption of an average
value of the two extreme cases was appropriate for determining the
temperature distribution for the stages of a PCR. Therefore, on the
basis of the analytical and experimental study conducted by Couto
and Mantelli,16 this study experimentallymeasures the thermal con-
tact conductancebetween the support structure Te� on material and
the radiator stage aluminum material, which simulates the contact
conditions that exist for PCR devices.

Previous Works
Numerous investigators (Hulett and Ziermann,1 Brand and

Schlitt,5 Merrian and Gabron,6 Gilmore,8 Wright and Pence,9

Mayer,19 and Gayrard20) have studied several PCR designs. Their
thermalanalyseswereconductedwith theuseofcommerciallyavail-
ablecomputationalpackages.Couto andMantelli,16 however,devel-

opeda one-dimensionaltransientanalyticalmodel for the prediction
of the temperature distribution of their particular PCR device using
the Green Function Solution Equation (GFSE) method. The follow-
ing assumptions have been made: 1) constant temperature on the
PCR base plate (spacecraft structure) Tb D 300 K; 2) space temper-
ature T1 D 4 K; 3) each PCR stageand the sun shieldare at constant
temperature at t D 0; and 4) the optical and physical properties are
temperature invariant. The solution using the GFSE is given by21
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where the ¯n are obtained from J1.¯n/ D 0 and bi is the external
radius of the stage i .

The qi term on Eq. (2) represents the combination of the heat
exchange among the stages, the heat transfer between the stages
and deep space, equipment heat load, and environmentalheat loads
(see scheme on Fig. 4). This term, given by Eq. (3), depends on the
temperaturesof each stage, which is unknown:
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To obtain the temperature distribution, temperaturesare assumed
for each stage, and the heat loads are calculated. Based on these
heat loads, the temperature distribution was determined. The aver-
age temperature for each stage and sun shield was calculated, and
then the heat rate qi term was obtained. The temperatures are deter-
minedagainandcomparedwith the input temperatures.This process
continues until convergencewas achieved.

Equations (4–6) show the heat balance of Eq. (3) written for the
double-stage con� guration radiator. In these equations Qeq;1 is the
equipment heat load to be dissipated by the cold plate; "MLI and
"R are the MLI and the stage surface emissivities, respectively; ®
is the stages surface absorptivity; T1, T2 , and T4 are the cold plate,
second-stage,and sun-shield temperatures;Tb is the PCR base plate
temperature (spacecraft structure); Us is the global conductanceof
the low-conductancesupports; and F41 and F42 are the view factors
between the sun shield and the cold plate, and the sun shield and the
second stage, respectively. The parameter Us includes the contact
resistance of the radiator stages and the low-conductancesupports:
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For the cold plate the integral on the right-hand side of Eq. (2)
is evaluated over its whole domain (r 0 D 0 through b1). For the in-
termediate stages this integral is evaluated over the inner domain
(r 0 D 0 through ai ) and the outer domain (r 0 D ai through bi ).

Figures 5 and 6 show the comparisonbetween theoretical results,
using the present model, and experimental data for the double- and
the triple-stagecon� gurationradiator,respectively.The verticalbars
over the experimentaldata representthe experimentaluncertainties.
The continuous line represents the theoretical temperature variation
considering an in� nite contact conductance (Us D k=L ) between
the radiator stages and its supports. The dotted lines represent the

Fig. 5 Temperature variationas a functionof time for the double-stage
PCR.

Fig. 6 Temperature variation as a function of time for the triple-stage
PCR.

theoretical temperature variation considering a contact resistance
tendingto zero (Us D 0). These lines representthe two extremecases
discussed in the preceding section. The present authors believe that
the contact conductance is zero or in� nite. The arithmetic mean
temperature between the extreme limiting cases was considered.
The point-dotted line represents this average.

Two levels of heat load applied to the cold plate were consid-
ered in Figs. 5 and 6. The � rst level, applied over the time range
0 < t < 96 min, correspondsto the sunny portion of the orbit, where
the radiator is subjected to direct solar irradiation. This period is
also named the “hot case.” The second level, applied over the time
range 96< t < 127 min, corresponds to the Earth eclipse. This is
the “cold case.” The orbit considered is circular (0 < t < 127 min),
equatorial,and with an altitudeof 2000 km. The experimentalsetup
is discussed by Couto et al.22

Analysis of the Sensitivity Coef� cients
The sensitivity coef� cient is de� ned as the � rst derivative of a

dependent variable, such as the stages temperature Ti .r; t/, with
respect to an unknown parameter,14 say, p:

X .r; t/ ´ @Ti .r; t/

@p
(7)

The sensitivity coef� cient can be calculated as a function of time
and position [X D X .r; t/], as a function of time only [X D X .t/],
as a function of position only [X D X .r /], or as a function of a
parameter at a given time and position [X D X .p/]. The parameter
p can be, for example, the effective emissivity of the multilayer
insulation. For instance, an optimal radiator is the one that is able
to dissipate the largest amount of heat for a given radiator area.
The study of the sensitivity coef� cients leads to an overview of
the parameters, which affect more the temperature distribution,and
therefore the heat rejection capacity of a radiator.

For the present case, based on the mathematical model of Couto
and Mantelli,16 it is not posible to obtain an explicit expression for
Ti .x; t/ because it depends on qi , given by Eqs. (4–6), which, in
turn, depends of Ti .x; t/. Therefore, the sensitivity coef� cients are
evaluated using a numerical central difference method. As shown
by Eq. (8), the derivativeof the temperaturewith respect to some pa-
rameter p at the point p D pm is the differencebetween the tempera-
tures evaluatedat the points p1 D pm C 1p=2 and p2 D pm ¡ 1p=2,
where 1p is small to avoid numerical oscillations:

X ´
@Ti .r; t/

@p
»D

Ti jp1 ¡ Ti jp2

1p
(8)

The design parameters considered are the effective emissivity of
the multilayer insulation "MLI, the surface emissivity of the radiator
stages "R , the global conductance of the radiator supports Us , and
the thermalheat load over the radiatorcold plate Qeq;1 . The analyzed
parameters and the range of variation of the values used are shown
in Table 2.

The nondimensionalsensitivity coef� cients for these parameters
are de� ned as follows: 1) sensitivity coef� cient for the effective
emissivity of the multilayer insulation

X "MLI ´
³

"MLI;max ¡ "MLI;min

T1 ¡ T0

´
@ NTi

@"MLI

(9)

Table 2 Analyzed parameters and intervals of differentiation

Parameter p pmax pmin 1p

Effective MLI emissivity "MLI 0.5 0.0 0.002
Surface emissivity "R 1.0 0.5 0.002
Global conductance Us 0.5 0.0 0.002
Equipment heat load Qeq 1.0 0.0 0.005
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Fig. 7 Sensitivity coef� cient for the effective emissivity of the MLI:
"MLI , hot case.

Fig. 8 Sensitivity coef� cient for the effective emissivity of the MLI:
"MLI , cold case.

2) sensitivity coef� cient for the surface emissivity of the radiator
stages

X "R ´
³

"R;max ¡ "R;min

T1 ¡ T0

´
@ NTi

@"R

(10)

3) sensitivity coef� cient for the global conductance of the radiator
supports

XUs ´
³

Us;max ¡ Us;min

T1 ¡ T0

´
@ NTi

@Us

(11)

4) sensitivity coef� cient for the thermal heat load over the radiator
cold plate

X Qeq ´
³

Qeq;max ¡ Qeq;min

T1 ¡ T0

´
@ NTi

@Qeq

(12)

where NT is the averagetemperature for the stage i , calculatedfor the
steady-state condition at the hot and cold cases; T1 is the tempera-

Fig. 9 Sensitivity coef� cient for the surface emissivity of the stages:
"R, hot case.

Fig. 10 Sensitivity coef� cient for the surface emissivity of the stages:
"R, cold case.

ture of the space, and T0 is the initial temperatureof the radiator.The
maximum and minimum values for the parameters used are listed
in Table 2.

The hot and cold cases are analyzed. Figures 7–14 show the sen-
sitivity coef� cients for the hot and cold cases, as a function of the
related parameters.

Figures 7 and 8 show the sensitivity coef� cient for the ef-
fective emissivity of the multilayer insulation for the single-,
double-, and triple-stage con� gurations proposed by Couto and
Mantelli13;16 for the hot and cold cases, respectively. This coef-
� cient is plotted against a normalized emissivity ("¤

MLI), de� ned
as "¤

MLI D ."MLI ¡ "MLI;min/=."MLI;max ¡ "MLI;min), where "MLI;max and
"MLI;min are given in Table 2. It can be observed that the stage tem-
peratures are more sensitive to the "¤

MLI variations for "¤
MLI < 0:4

for both hot and cold cases. Also, "¤
MLI affects the third stage more

than the cold plate and second stage. This is because the amount of
radiativeparasiticheat load that passes throughtheMLI between the
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Fig. 11 Sensitivity coef� cient for the global conductance of the stage
supports: Us , hot case.

Fig. 12 Sensitivity coef� cient for the global conductance of the stage
supports: Us , cold case.

third stage and the satellite structure (radiator’s base, which is kept
at 300 K) is larger than those between the third and the second stage
and those between the second stage and the cold plate. Comparing
both plots in Fig. 7, one can see that the cold plate of the single-
stage radiator is more sensible to variations of "¤

MLI than the cold
plate of the double- and triple-stagecon� gurations.This is because
the intermediate stages on the double- and triple-stage con� gura-
tions intercept the parasitic heat leakage from the stages below and
irradiate it to the space, decreasingthe total amount of parasiticheat
load that impinges the cold plate. The X"MLI for the cold plate of
the double- and triple-stagecon� gurations present almost the same
behavior.

Comparing Figs. 7 and 8, one can see that the temperature of the
stages are more sensitive to variations in the effective emissivity
of the MLI in the cold case than in the hot case. This is because
the temperature level in which the radiator stages operate in the
cold case is lower than that in the hot case. Therefore, even though

Fig. 13 Sensitivity coef� cient for the equipmentheat loadover the cold
plate: Qeq , hot case.

Fig. 14 Sensitivity coef� cient for the equipmentheat loadover the cold
plate: Qeq , cold case.

there is no direct radiation from the sun impinging the sun shield of
the radiator the radiative parasitic heat load that passes through the
MLI between the spacecraft structure and the radiator’s stages can
effectivelyaffect the temperature of these stages when compared to
the hot case.

Figures 9 and 10 show the temperature sensitivity coef� cient for
the surface emissivity of the stages, for the single-, double-, and
triple-stage con� gurations for the hot and cold cases, respectively.
This coef� cient is plottedagainsta normalizedemissivity"¤

R , similar
to "¤

MLI . In these � gures one can see that the variation of the stage
temperaturesis almost linearwith the surface emissivity.According
to Fig. 5, the experimental temperature data of the second stage is
lower than the temperature of the cold plate for the whole orbit
period. The same effect occurs in the triple-stagecon� guration (see
Fig. 6). This is becausethere is no equipmentheat load appliedto the
second stage.16 The lowest temperature level in the second stage for
the triple-stagecon� guration explains the fact that the second stage
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Fig. 15 Comparison between the experimented prototypes and existing devices.16

is more sensitive to variations in the surface emissivity than the cold
plate. The cold plate of all of the con� gurations is more sensitive in
the hot case than in the cold case. This is because the temperature
differencebetween the cold plate and the space is smaller in the cold
case than in the hot case. So, in the hot case variation in the surface
emissivity enables the cold plate to irradiate more heat than for the
cold case.

Figures 11 and 12 shows the sensitivity coef� cient for the global
conductance of the stage supports for the hot and cold cases, re-
spectively.This coef� cient is plotted against a nondimensionalcon-
ductance U ¤

s , de� ned similarly to "¤
MLI . It is shown that the global

conductanceof the stagesupportplaysan important role in thedeter-
mination of the temperature of the stages. For values of U ¤

s varying
from 0 to around 0.1, the sensitivity coef� cient increases sharply.
This can be understood by examining the parasitic heat that passes
through the support by conduction. Low values for Us prevent this
parasitic heat leakage so that the stages can achieve lower tempera-
ture levels. At this temperature level the temperatures of the stages
are very sensitive to small changes on the support global conduc-
tance.One wayto achievelowvaluesofUs is to use low-conductance
supports with a high thermal contact resistance between the radia-
tor stages, such as the heat switch shown by Milanez and Mantelli.2

At U ¤
s around 0.1, the sensitivity coef� cient achieves a maximum,

showing that, at this point, small variations in the global conduc-
tance of the supports can lead to large variations in the temperature
level of the stages. For values of U ¤

s larger than 0.1, the sensibility
coef� cient decreases smoothly. In this range of U ¤

s , the parasitic
heat load by conduction that passes through the supports is effec-
tive enough to keep the temperature of the stages at a high level.
So, small changes in this parameter will not change effectively the
temperature of the stages. This means that an optimum value for
the global conductance of the supports exists. If Us is too low, the
temperatureof the cold plate tends to be higher than the temperature
of the second stage. If Us is too large, the temperature of all of the
stages tends to increase.

An interesting effect occurs in the double-stage con� guration:
at U ¤

s » 0:09 the curves of the sensitivity coef� cient for the cold
plate and the second stage cross each other, and this is observed
both in the hot and in the cold cases. This occurs because when
the equipment heat load is imposed to the cold plate, the temper-
ature of the cold plate tends to increase. For this case, according
to Fig. 5, the temperature of the cold plate is larger than the tem-
perature of the second stage. So, heat is conducted back from the
cold plate to the second stage by the supports. An increase of the

global conduction of the supports will make the temperature of
the second stage increase while the temperature of the cold plate
decreases. If the conductance of the supports passes the crossing
point of Fig. 11, both temperatures (second stage and cold plate)
will increase. The same effect occurs in the triple-stage con� gura-
tion (see Fig. 6 in preceding section and Fig. 12) but in a smoother
way.

Figures 13 and 14 show the in� uence of the heat load applied to
the cold plate over the temperature of the stages. One can see that
the cold plate is the most sensitive stage of the radiator. This was
expected once the equipment heat load is applied at this stage. The
heat that is conducted by the supports and irradiated through the
MLI back to these stages affects the temperature level of the other
stages. The radiator stages are more sensitive in the cold case than
in the hot case. This is as a result of the lowest temperature level
found in the former than in the latter.

Figure 15, obtained from Couto and Mantelli,16 presents the
comparison between the experimented prototypes and the existing
devices in the literature. The cold-plate area/equipment heat load
(Ar =Qeq) ratio is plotted against the cold-plate temperature. differ-
ent levelsof parasiticheat loads arepresented(Q p ). The number into
brackets represents the number of stages of the device tested. Ac-
cording to the results of the sensitivity coef� cient analysis, the per-
formance of the two prototypes can be improved by improving the
radiative and conductive insulation between the stages to decrease
the level of parasitic heat load. So the prototypes would be able to
operate at temperatures around 100 K for the same Ar =Qeq level.

The parametric analysis showed that the global conductance of
the stages is an importantparameteron the determinationof the tem-
peraturedistributionof the passive cryogenicradiator.Although the
model had compared well with experimental data, the contact con-
ductance was not modeled. This is because there were no models
for the contact conductance of polymer/metals interface available
in the literature at the time the PCR mathematical model was devel-
oped. Experimental data for the contact conductancewere required
for comparison with the PCR model. The experimental setup and
the comparisons are described in the following sections.

Experimental Facility
To obtain experimental thermal conductance data on Te� on at

cryogenic temperatures, an experimental program was conducted,
which is similar to that of Marotta and Fletcher.23 A schematic of
the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 16.
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Fig. 16 Experimental facility.

Fig. 17 Schematic of the experimental stack.

The experimental apparatus was housed in a vacuum bell and
maintained at a low pressure of 1 £ 10¡5 bar (1 Pa) using a Welch
Duo-Seal® rotary vacuumpump. The pressurewas monitoredusing
a pressure transducer connected to an Alcatel TA111 indicator.

The experimental apparatus consists of a vertical stack that
contains three vertical stainless-steel columns mounted with two
movable Te� on plates on linear bearings. An applied load to
the experimental stack was controlled using a Bimba Flat-1® air
cylinder, and the applied load was measured using on OMEGA
LCHD-1K low-pro� le load cell wired to an OMEGA DP41-S high-
performancestrain gauge indicator.Uniform loadingof the test sec-
tion was ensured by the use of two hardened stainless-steel balls
that transferredthe load from the vertical column to the source/sink
assemblies.

The experimental stack consisted on an upper and lower Alu-
minum 6061 � ux meter and the polymer specimen. A schematic of
the experimental stack is shown in Fig. 17. Each � ux meter was
housed in a fabricated source/sink holder. A Watlow Thinband®

500-W band heater encompassed the upper source holder. Circulat-
ing high-pressure liquid nitrogen through the chiller block cooled
the lower sink holder.

It was important to have an accuratevalue for the thermal conduc-
tivity of the Al � ux meters at cryogenic temperatures; therefore, the
thermal conductivity of the Al 6061 � ux meters was calibrated by
using National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) iron
samples. A NIST iron sample was used at the upper � ux meter and
Al was used for the lower � ux meter. By calculating the heat � ux
through the NIST � ux meter, the temperature difference in the Al
� ux meter, and the average temperature of the Al � ux meter, A plot
for the thermal conductivityof Al as a function of temperature was
generated. A plot of the thermal conductivityof Al as a function of
temperature is shown in Fig. 18.

Table 3 Material characteristics

Characteristic Al 6061 Te� on

t , mm —— 1.89
¾ , m 5:11 £ 10¡7 6:22 £ 10¡7

k, W/m-K 146.2 0.25a

m, rad 0.27 0.235

E , MPa 72 £ 103b
1:35 £ 102c

,
2:76 £ 103d

aMarotta and Fletcher at 300 K.23

bMeasured at room temperature (293 K).
cAskeland.24

dVan Krevelen .T < Tg /:25

Fig. 18 Thermal conductivity of aluminum6061 as a function of spec-
imen temperature.

Sample Preparation

The � ux meters and the polymer specimen were all cut to a diam-
eter of 2.54 cm (1 in.). The Al � ux meters were equipped with six
30-gauge “special limit of error” T-type thermocouples that were
placed at the centerline.

The polymeric specimen was � rst machined into a
2.54-cm (1-in.)-diam rod. A Buehler ISOMET 2000 cutting tool
was used to cut specimens to approximately 2-mm thickness. To
ensure a nominally � at surface, both surfaces of the specimen were
then polished using an EXAKT grinding wheel. The thickness of
the specimen was measured at � ve different locations to ensure an
uncertainty in the thickness of §0.005 mm.

The surface characteristics (rms roughness and average asperity
slope) of the � ux meters and polymeric specimen were measured
using a WYKO NT-2000 noncontact surface pro� lometer with a
magni� cation of 50x. Measurements were taken at � ve different
positions on the surface and then averaged to ensure uniformity of
the values. Material characteristics for the Al � ux meter and the
polymeric specimen are shown in Table 3 (Refs. 23–25).

Experimental Procedure

Joint-conductancevalueswere experimentallymeasuredbetween
the � ux meters and the polymer specimen over an interface pres-
sure range of 138–4137 kPa (20–600 psi). The average specimen
temperature of the polymeric material was maintained at ¡80±C
(193.15 K) throughout the experiment while the interface tempera-
ture between the aluminum6061 � ux meter and the Te� on specimen
was maintained at ¡150±C (123.15 K).

To measure the joint conductance, the polymer specimen was
placed between the two � ux meters. Air was allowed into the air
cylinder until the experimental stack (upper � ux meter, specimen,
lower � ux meter) was vertically aligned with the specimen in light
contact with both � ux meters. It was desired to measure the joint
resistance at cryogenic temperatures so that only the microscopic
resistance at the colder interface of the specimen was considered.
Dow Corning 340 heat sink compoundwas appliedbetween the up-
per � ux meter and the upperwarmer specimeninterfaceallowing the
contact resistance at the upper specimen interface to be negligible.

Once the experimental stack was correctly aligned, air was al-
lowed into theair cylinderuntilthedesiredstartingapparentpressure
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of 138 kPa (20 psi) was acting on the polymer specimen. The liq-
uid nitrogen was then allowed to circulate through the lower chiller
block. The temperatures through the � ux meters were measured and
recorded using a National Instruments (NI) SCXI hardware and NI
Lab View data acquisition setup.

Because it was desired to know the joint-conductancevalues as a
function of apparent pressure, the pressure on the polymeric speci-
mens was varied. For the specimen the joint conductancewas mea-
sured at 138-kPa increments (20 psi) from 137.9–689.5 kPa (20–

100 psi) and then at 689, 1034, 1379, 2758, and 4137 kPa (100, 150,
200, 400, and 600 psi).

To obtain a joint-conductance measurement, the specimen was
allowed to settle at the desired pressure for a minimum of one hour.
The circulatingliquidnitrogencausesa pulsatingaction through the
chiller block; therefore, steady state was achieved when the spec-
imen’s average temperature did not change by more than §0:5±C
over a 30-min period. Once suf� cient time had been allowed for the
system to reach steady state, the data acquisition was stopped, and
the joint-conductancevalues were averaged over a 15-min period.
Next, the pressure inside the air cylinder was increased until the
next desired pressure was reached. The process was repeated until
the � nal apparent pressure of 4137 kPa (600 psi) ws reached.

Experimental Calculations

The thermocouples placed in the Al � ux meters were used to
calculate the heat � ux into and out of the polymer specimen. The
temperatureat each thermocouplelocationwas recorded,and then a
sum of least-squaresmethodwas used to calculatethewarm andcold
polymer interface temperatures. The interface temperatures were
averaged to obtain an average specimen temperature.

The joint conductancewas experimentallycalculatedby de� ning
the joint conductance,givenby Eq. (13), and Fourier’s law, Eq. (14):

h j;exp D q� ux=.Tus ¡ Tls/ (13)

q� ux D k� ux.1T� ux=1x� ux/ (14)

where Tus and Tls are, respectively, the temperatures at the upper
surface and lower surface of the two aluminum � ux meters with
Te� on in the middle.

The thermal conductivity of the � ux meter K� ux was calculated
by averaging the six thermocouples in the � ux meter and inputting
the calculated average temperature into the equation for the thermal
conductivityof Al as a function of temperature (Fig. 18). To reduce
the experimental uncertainty,the temperature difference1T� ux was
de� ned by the differencein the temperaturebetween the thermocou-
ple at location one and the thermocouple at location six (Fig. 17).
Finally, 1x� ux was de� ned as the distance between the thermocou-
ples at location one and six, respectively.

Uncertainty Analysis

The techniques set forth by Kline and McClintock26 were used
to determine an overall experimental uncertainty of the measured
joint-conductance values. The uncertainties of the various values
used to calculate the joint conductancewere combined to determine
an overall experimental uncertainty. The total average uncertainty
was calculated using the following equation:

±R D

vuut
nX

i D 1

³
@ R

@xi
±xi

´2

(15)

where ±R is de� ned as the total average uncertainty for the experi-
mental value in question.

The uncertainty of the experimentally measured joint conduc-
tancevalues consistedof the uncertaintyin the thermal conductivity
of the 6061Al � ux meters, the temperaturesrecordedwithin the � ux
meters, the measured distance between the thermocouplelocations,
and the calculated upper and lower interface temperatures across
the specimens.

Fig. 19 Comparisonof experimentaldata and model at cryogenic tem-
perature ( ¡ 150±C interface temperature) as a function of interface
pressures.

The uncertainty of the thermal conductivity of the 6061Al � ux
meters comprised the following: the thermal conductivity of the
NIST iron � ux meters (3%), the temperature gradient within the
NIST � ux meters (2%), the temperature gradient within the Al test
specimen (5%), and the measured distance between the thermo-
couple locations within both the NIST � ux meters and the Al test
specimen(1.6%). The uncertaintyof the thermal conductivityof the
6061Al � ux meters was calculated to be 6.7%.

The total average uncertainty of the experimental joint-
conductance values was 10.4%. The experimental uncertainty was
fromcalculationof the temperaturegradient throughthe Al � ux me-
ters (5.7%), the thermal conductivity of the Al � ux meters (6.7%),
and the measured distance between the thermocouple locations in
the � ux meters (0.8).

Experimental vs Model Comparison
A comparison between the experimentally gathered data for

Te� on at a cryogenicinterfacetemperatureof ¡150±C (123.15K)vs
the model predictions of Fuller and Marotta17 is shown in Fig. 19.
The comparison is quite favorable with the model predicting the
trend of the experimental data correctly.This is very interestingbe-
cause this experimental study provides evidence that the polymer/
metal joint model developed by Fuller and Marotta can also be ap-
plied at cryogenic temperatures.However, although the model does
a good job at the two extremes, low and high pressures, within the
transition region there exists a noticeable difference.

Temperature Prediction of PCR Stages Using
Experimental Joint-Conduction Data

Figures 20 and 21 show the comparison between experimental
data, obtained from Couto and Mantelli,16 and theoreticaldata con-
sideringthe experimentalvaluesof the Te� on/Metal joint,presented
in this paper.

The low-conductance support used in the experimental model
was bonded to each other by means of an epoxy adhesive so that
the resulting interface pressure between the stages and the sup-
port is approximately 1000 kPa. This pressure was achieved by
employing a calibrated weight while the adhesive cured. The val-
ues of the experimental joint conductance were obtained from
Fig. 19. The value of h j D 90 W/m2K (corresponding to the in-
terface pressure of 1000 kPa) was used in the comparison. This
comparison is shown in Fig. 20. Also the comparison for h j D 75
and 100 W/m2K is shown in Fig. 21. Figures 20 and 21 show
that there exists little difference in the temperature prediction us-
ing the theoretical model for this variation of h j , which corre-
sponds to an overall support conductance ranging from 0.0016 to
0.0020 W/m2K.

In Analysis of the Sensitivity Coef� cients section it was shown
that the temperaturesof thePCR stagesarenot sensitiveto variations
in the overall conductance within this range. The temperature be-
comes sensitive when the overall conductance of the support is
greater than 0.01 W/m2K.

The comparison between experimental data and model predic-
tions for the cold plate and third-stage data is quite favorable,
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Fig. 20 Comparisonbetween experimental data, obtained from Couto
and Mantelli,16 and theoretical predictions for an experimental value of
hj = 90 W/m2K.

Fig. 21 Comparisonbetween experimental data, obtained from Couto
and Mantelli,16 and theoretical predictions for experimetal values of
hj = 75 and 100 W/m2K.

whereas for the second stage it is not as accurate. The explana-
tion for this effect is that two of the three supports in the second
stage were loose, probably because of differential expansion of the
Te� on support and epoxyadhesiveat low temperatures,as observed
after the end of the experiment. Figure 21 shows that the tempera-
tures of the stages are not signi� cantly affectedby the joint conduc-
tance for pressure interfaces varying in the range between 200 kPa
(h j » 75 W/m2K) and 2000 kPa (h j » 100 W/m2K).

Couto and Mantelli16 comparedexperimentaldatawith a theoreti-
cal temperature,obtainedfrom the averageof two extremeconstants
valuesof joint conductance(hc D 0 and 1 W/m2K). In this work the

theoretical values for the temperature of the stages were obtained
using h j D 90 W/m2K (shown in Fig. 20). The deviation between
these two cases is 2.97% for the cold plate. For the second and third
stages the deviations are, respectively,4.03 and 2.92%. This shows
that the assumptionof an averagebetween the extremecases is valid.

The optimum design of PCR requires the use of supports with a
minimum overall conductance.For the data presentedhere, the low-
est joint conductanceis observedat pressuresbelow 200 kPa. On the
otherhand, low interfacepressurescouldnotprovidethemechanical
coupling required by the device during the launch/ascent phases of
the mission. One alternativeis the heat switch presentedby Milanez
and Mantelli,2 which presents a variable joint conductance.During
the launch/ascent phase, the mechanical and thermal coupling is
high. After thermal stabilizationat low temperature in orbit, the dif-
ferential expansionof the two differentmetals (aluminum/titanium)
provides both a low thermal and mechanical coupling effect.

Conclusions
A parametric analysis of a multistage passive cryogenic radiator

was described.The thermal joint conductancebetween Te� on poly-
mer in contact with aluminum metal under cryogenic temperatures
was successfullymeasured.The experimentalsetup for determining
the joint conductance was described, and the uncertainty analysis
showed that the experimental data have good accuracy at the cryo-
genic temperature investigated. From the results presented, some
conclusions can be made:

1) The radiative and conductive insulation between the stages
plays an important role in the determination of the temperature
level of the stages. It is shown that the lowest values of the global
conductance and effective emissivity are not always the best val-
ues. An optimum value must be obtained for each design, de-
pending on the equipment heat load to be irradiated by the cold
plate, and on the environmental heat loads, in which the spacecraft
operates.

2) The surface emissivity of the stages affects almost in the same
magnitudethe temperaturelevelof the stages.In this case the highest
value of the surface emissivity is desirable.

3) The equipment heat loads affect the cold plate in a higher
magnitude than the other stages. As the equipment heat load is a
design parameter (the IR or the CCD cameras have their own and
� xed heat dissipation), the designers should play with the other
parameters presented in this paper.

4) The experimental data concerning the joint conductancewere
used as an input parameter for the mathematical model presented
by Couto and Mantelli,16 which predicts the temperature level of
the stages of a passive cryogenic radiator. The theoretical results
obtained by the authors, using experimental data for the joint con-
ductance,showedgoodagreementwith the theoreticalpredictionfor
the triple-stage passive cryogenic radiator modeled by Couto and
Mantelli,16 considering the average value of the two extreme con-
tact cases (perfect and no contact). Experimental investigations of
PCR temperature behavior should be performed when the supports
employed exhibit very low joint conductance.

The data presented here are useful for future designs of passive
cryogenic radiators. The Satellite Thermal Control Laboratory is
also investigatingother concepts of passive thermal control devices
at cryogenic temperature levels, such as cryogenic heat pipes.
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